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INTRODUCTION

Not nearly enough is known about the type of
person who performs management functions well*

There

are divergent and even opposing conceptions of the
qualities which lead to success.

The need for progress

in understanding managerial effectiveness is heightened
by the shortage of people with management abilities as
discussed by Campbell, Dunnette, Lawlor, and Weick
(1970).
Intelligence is related to managerial performance,
but in a curvilinear manner (Ghiselli, 1963), which
severely limits the utility of this factor in any
overall explanation or prediction of successful
management.
It is clearly important to managerial selection
and placement, as well as to training and development
programs, that other qualities of effective managers
be identified.

It is also likely that clarifying the

qualities which lead to recognition in business
organizations could facilitate the recruitment of
candidates with management potential.
David Riesman (1950) and William Whyte (1957)
perceive the successful executive as "other-directed"
or conformist! oriented toward security and "not
rocking the boat."

The creative individualist is

1
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hardly tolerated, much less rewarded, in large business
organizations, at least at middle management levels.
Surprisingly little research was generated by this
assertion, although some studies do apply.

Fleishman

and Peters (1962) studied middle managers in a large
industrial organization.

In comparing superior's

ratings on job performance with scales on the Survey of
Interpersonal Values, they found a significant negative
correlation (-.44) between ratings and the scale for
conformity.

Using the same personality measure with

engineering managers, Hay (1964) also found this
negative relation between levels of success and the
conformity scale.
Roadman (1964) studied 56 middle managers in a
large industrial organization.

Each manager was rated

by his peers according to such factors as originality,
independence, cooperation with others, and tact.
Observation of promotion rates over the next two years
revealed that the majority of promptions_were received
by those managers who had been rated high on the
"inner-directed" factors of originality, independence
of thought, aggressiveness, and self-expression, and
low on the "other-directed" dimensions of tact and
cooperation with others.

This study, bearing the

additional weight of being predictive rather than
concurrent, also reverses the notion of an "organi-
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2ation man."
In a study involving 1896 managers of all levels
and from all types of companies. Porter and Henry (1964)
presented each manager with a list of 12 adjectives to
be ranked on the basis of their importance to the
manager's position.

Five items formed an "inner-

directed" cluster: forceful, imaginative, independent,
self-confident, and decisive.

Five more constituted an

"other-directed" cluster: cooperative, adaptable,
cautious, agreeable, and tactful.

Two additional items

were to disguise the purpose of the study,

The results

were that the higher level managers were more likely to
give a higher ranking to the inner-directed traits than
did managers at lower levels.

It was concluded that

"organization men" would be more frequently found at
lower managerial levels.
Some studies have employed the motivation theory of
Abraham Maslow (1954, 1962).

This approach allows

testing of the "organization man" notion in the context
of supporting an alternative view of fruitful managerial
motivation.

In a study of 2,000 managers, Forter (1964)

showed that higher level managers tend to place more
importance on self-actualization and autonomy needs in
a 13 item questionnaire based on Maslow's need
hierarchy.

No differences across levels were found in

the remaining security, social, and esteem needs.
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One could argue that the differences noted above
by Forter (1964) and by Porter and Henry (1964) came
only as the result of occupying a higher level position,
rather than being personality attributes instrumental
in moving up to higher positions.

However, Eran (1966)

met some of these same differences between managers,
all at the same lower-middle level, who were divided on
a measure that had been shown previously to significantly
discriminate between levels of management.

Those most

like top management placed more emphasis on esteem,
autonomy, self-actualization needs, and inner-directed
behavior.

The conclusion was that personality differ

ences partly cause, as well as result from, occupying
a higher managerial level.
Ghiselli (1968) used a 64 item forced-choice
adjective check list to compare scales based on the
importance attached to job security, high financial
reward, power over others, and self-actualization with
success (generally via ratings) in six groups of
managers. Job security and high financial reward related
negatively to success; self-actualization was the only
scale to correlate positively with success in all six
groups.
The three studies referred to above do tend to
confirm the applicability of self-actualization in
partially explaining managerial motivation.

However,
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such studies do not exhaust the scope of Maslow's theory.
All three treat self-actualization in ‘‘hierarchical1*
terms, in the sense that it is represented by the rela
tive satisfaction of lower needs (safety,

love, etc.),

allowing motivation to come from the need to exercise
innate capacities (Maslow, 1954),

Consequently, they

rely on need preference to estimate self-actualization,
or include need satisfaction and deficiencies in terms
of lack of need fulfillment.

Maslow later concentrated

on self-actualization as represented by a pattern of
characteristics descriptive of those individuals he
studied who were considered to be functioning primarily
at the self-actualization need level (1954, 1962).
These characteristics are:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

More efficient perception of
reality and more comfortable
relations with it.
Acceptance of self, others,
nature.
Spontaneity in inner life,
thoughts, impulses, etc.
Froblem centered rather than
ego centered.
The quality of detachment, a
need for privacy.
Autonomy:
independence of
culture and environment.
Continued freshness of
appreciation.
The mystic feeling, oceanic
experience.
Gemeinschaf t sgefuhlt deep
feeling of identification,
sympathy and affection for
mankind as a whole.
Deep and profound interpersonal
relations.
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11.
12.
13.
14.

Democratic character structure.
Discrimination between means
and ends.
Philosophical, unhostile sense
of humor.
Creativeness.

Since they had emerged from the study of highly
evolved individuals these qualities were interpreted
to define a model of positive psychological health.
Certainly they embody the approaches to positive mental
health reviewed by Jahoda (1958).

These characteristics

essentially parallel Carl Roger's (1961) description of
the "fully-functioning1' person, which he distilled from
his experiences in psychotherapy.
It seems feasible that the attributes of self-act
ualization could contribute to management practice.
Maslow suggests this himself in Eupsychian Management
(1965, p. 81).

Including assessment of the "intrapsy

chic1' factors of self-actualization with a need prefer
ence measure would permit a test of this hypothesis,
and would also allow a check on the coherence of the
theory; i.e., whether those who emphasize self-actuali
zation needs in fact have more of the qualities ascribed
to self-actualizing people.
Creativeness is a corollary of the self-actualizing
personality in the conceptualization of both Maslow and
Rogers.

This reasoning is concisely summarized by

Maslow (1962):
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...it looks as if there were a
single ultimate value for mankind,
a far goal toward which all men
strive. This is called variously
by different authors self-actuali
zation, self-realization, integration,
psychological health, individuation,
autonomy, creativity, productivity,
but they all agree that this amounts
to realizing the potentialities of
the person, that is to say, becoming
fully human, everything that the
person can become (p. 153).
Rogers (1961) elaborates this self-actualization/
creativity u n i t y in the following:
The mainspring of creativity appears
to be the same tendency which we
discover so deeply as the creative
force in psychotherapy--man *s
tendency to actualize himself,
to become his potentialities.
By this I mean the directional
trend which is evident in all
organic and human life--the urge
to expand, extend, develop,
mature--the tendency to express
and activate all the capacities
of the organism, or the self.
...It is this tendency which is
the primary motivation for
creativity as the organism forms
new relationships to the
environment in its endeavor most
fully to be itself (pp. 35C-51).
In the area of creativity study, there is a line
of research which has similarly viewed creativeness as
an attribute of personality (Freeman, Butcher, and
Christie,

1968).

A significant portion of this research

was done at the Institute of Personality Assessment
and Research (IPAR, Berkeley),

Their definition of

creativity involved originality, but demanded that what
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was original also be useful and brought to full
realization.

Such a criterion eliminated the use of

creativity tests, since it was found that such tests
could not indicate to what extent people would actually
create in real life situations (MacKinnon,

1962, p. 485).

The approach used in these studies was to study
individuals in the fields of creative writing,
architecture, mathematics, industrial research, physical
science, and engineering who were already known to have
made creative contributions in their chosen vocation.
These proven creative individuals were then compared
with others in their fields who were less creative.
It was found that creatives in various fields were
distinguished by many of the same personality traits.
The conclusion drawn from such researches was that
creativity was best understood in terms of the interests
and motivational character of the personality (MacKinnon,
1962; Dellas and Gaier, 1970),

Among the characteristics

identified were:
1.

Ego strength, self-acceptance.

2.

Independence, self-sufficiency.

3.

Introversion.

4.

Social poise and dominance in group interactions.

5.

Impulsivity.

6.

Intuitiveness.
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7.

Higher scores on personality scales
representing feminine interests (but
not effeminate, nor homosexual).

S.

Greater psychic turbulence (five to ten points
above average on the eight IIMFI scales related
to the major psychiatric disturbances), but
adequately regulated.

9.

Both truth and beauty are valued by the
creative.

There was a low positive relation between
intelligence and rated creativity within the group of
mathematicians.

For all other groups intelligence was

not related to creativity, despite the prescence of
considerable differences in measured intelligence
(MacKinnon, 1962).
Despite dissimilarities in the methodological
approach from which they were derived, there is basic
compatibility between these psychometrically assessed
qualities and those traits observed in self-actualizing,
people.

Richard Craig (1966) assembled a list of those

personality traits which correlated with creativity
on at least one test.

He demonstrates that Maslow's

concept of self-actualization incorporates most of the
traits and imparts a desirable dynamic interpretation.
In this ambitious endeavor to integrate self-act
ualization, positive psychological health, and crea
tivity, it would be very helpful if the dynamics
underlying all three could be conceptualized.

The

following is a brief representation, which, though
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simplified, may do little violence to the essence of the
process.
A strong., self-accepting ego is the prime component
of the creative or self-actualizing personality.

This

ego strength allows independence, encourages intro
version (self-sufficiency), yet facilitates poise and
dominance in group interactions.

The strong ego

lowers its defenses (Maslow, 1962).

This non-defen-

siveness allows greater openness to conscious and
unconscious experience:

impulsivity (spontaneity),

intuitiveness, expression of feminine qualities,
psychic turbulence.

The preceding may be seen as a

spiralling process.

Ego strength allows one to open

up and experience more of himself.

Safely experiencing

more of oneself promotes greater acceptance of and
confidence in oneself, thus encouraging, further
relaxation of defenses.
If the expanded conception of self-actualization
described herein is shown to correspond with managerial
success, the ’’organization man1- view of managers would
be refuted.

In addition, many of the characteristics

that are associated with successful managers would be
identified.

Should the various aspects of self-

actualization relate to one another as well as to
successful management, a comprehensive model of
effective managerial motivation would be suggested.
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The present investigation incorporates
‘‘hierarchical," positive psychological health, and
personality trait characteristics of self-actualization
in an attempt to demonstrate their relevance to the
success of managers.

A secondary goal of the study is

to show that the plural perspectives of self-actual
ization are actually part of the same process by
proving that these aspects positively relate to one
another.

These goals are manifested in the following

specific hypotheses:
1.

More successful managers will be more selfactualizing than less successful managers
(“I" scale, POI).

2.

yore successful managers wil^^iave personality
profiles that differ from those of less
successful managers in the direction of more
creativity for the more successful managers
(ACL scales related to creativity in a study by
MacKinnon, 1966).

3.

More successful managers will manifest
stronger self-concepts than less successful
managers (Sr and 3a scales, POI).

4.

More successful managers will evidence greater
ego strength than less successful managers
(S-Cfd, Ach, and Dom scales, ACL).

5.

More successful managers will report greater
need satisfaction (Porter questionnaire).

6.

More successful managers will place more
emphasis on self-actualization and autonomy
needs (Porter questionnaire).

7.

More successful managers will report less need
fulfillment deficiencies (Forter questionnaire).
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8.

Those more self-actualizing on the POI (above
median, 'I" scale) will also be more selfactualizing in terms of the Porter questionnaire
and ACL scales.

9.

Those above the median on the importance of
self-actualization and autonomy needs (Porter
questionnaire) will also be more self-actual
izing on the remaining need satisfaction,
fulfillment deficiency, POI and ACL scales.

(For a description of the scales and measures cited
in these hypotheses, please refer to the METHOD section
and Appendix C of this paper).
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METHOD

Subjects

The subjects in this study were 43 male managers
in the Pharmaceutical Research and Development Division
at The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

The

subjects occupied two levels of management:

there

were 26 section heads, each responsible for three to
five scientists, and 17 managers at the level
immediately above section head.
Among the considerations made in selecting this
sample were:

l)

all personnel in this division had

been rated by the same Research Performance Appraisal
System, adjudged by company personnel to be an effective
appraisal plan and the best in use in the company at
the times 2)

this group was more uniform in the area

of education--all were college graduates, and 88% (38)
had terminal degrees, either M.D., PhD., or D.V.K.;
3)

these are middle level managers, the group

especially labelled as ‘‘organization men'* by Whyte
(1957); and 4)

it was anticipated that this group

would be receptive to the study.

This was important

since participation was voluntary.
The volunteer response rate from the group
confirmed expectations: 70% of those invited to
13
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participate in the study accepted the invitation.

There

was no significant difference between the volunteer and
non-volunteer groups in terms of rated effectiveness.
Two judges were asked to independently classify
the 43 managers into three success groupings, placing,
15 men each into the highest (I) and the lowest (III)
groups, with the remaining 13 comprising a middle group
(II).

The latest performance reviews, prepared by the

the three levels of supervision above the individual
evaluated, were the primary measure of success.

Factors

other than managerial abilities are weighed by the
appraisals (see appraisal forms, Appendix 3), so some
overall ratings were altered when necessary to better
reflect managerial success.

In some instances the

latest ratings had not been completed, and the ratings
were updated by the judges on the basis of their 16
years of combined experience with the group.
The separate ratings made by each of the two
judges agreed on 60% of the classifications.

In only

one of the remaining 17 cases did their ratings
completely disagree; i.e. opposite ranking (I vs III).
The judges then worked together to resolve differences
in their individual ratings, producing one composite
classification.

The composite ranking determined the

success groups used in the study.

It should be made

clear that no one in the study was unsuccessful, as all
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were accomplishing their functions in an acceptable
manner.

The performance groupings represent an

earnest attempt to categorize relative success at these
management positions.
Company background data for the managers tend to
support these success groupings.

While the most

successful group (I) was youngest (44 years vs 46 years
for II, 49 years for Group III), and had been with the
company for a shorter average time (14.5 years vs 16
years for II, 16.6 years for Group III), Group I
managers had spent more time in supervision (8 years
vs 6.9 for II, 7,1 for Group III), and a larger
number of this group had attained the higher of the
two levels of management (9 vs 3 in II, 5 in Group III).
Owing perhaps to the relatively small n's and to
dispersion with the groups, only the difference in age
was significant statistically (.03 level, median test,
I vs III).

Measures
Three measures were completed by each manager.
The first was a shortened version of the need satisfac
tion questionnaire developed by Lyman Forter (1961).
The original contains 15 items, 13 of which were
classified into five need categories based on Maslow's
hierarchy (but with physiological needs deleted and
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autonomy needs added).

An 11 item version of this

questionnaire was used in an international study (Haire,
Ghiselli, and Porter, 1966).

One additional item was

eliminated to give autonomy needs the interpretation
desired for the present study.

Three responses are

requested for each of the remaining 10 items:
a. How much is there now? (min) 1234567 (max)
b. How much should there be? (min) 1234567 (max)
c. How important is this to me? (min) 1234567 (max)
The 10 items, in their respective need scoring
categories, are presented in Appendix A, along with a
copy of the questionnaire.
This questionnaire allows assessment of perceived
need satisfaction, the relative importance of the
various needs, and, through subtraction of "a1’ from "b"
responses, a means of indexing perceived fulfillment
deficiencies (an indirect measure of job dissatisfaction).
This measure should reflect the extent to which general
need satisfaction has been achieved, permitting ''higher
level," but less prepotent self-actualization needs to
become operant.
The Personal Orientation Inventory (FOI) was
constructed by Everett Shostrom in 1964 (with the aid
and encouragement of Abraham Maslow) as a measure of
self-actualization/positive mental health (Shostrom,
1966),

It consists of 150 two-choice value and behavior

judgments.

Three scales are included in the present
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investigation.

The Inner-directed scale measures

whether one is primarily guided by the self or others.
This scale, scored on 127 items, is intended to estimate
the presence of the self-actualization characteristics
described by Maslow (1962) and Rogers (1961).

Self-

regard (Sr) measures affirmation of the self because
of strength or worth.

Self-acceptance (Sa) measures

affirmation or acceptance of the self in spite of
weaknesses or deficiencies.

These two scales should tap

facets of self-concept related to self-actualization.
The Adjective Check List (ACL, Gough and Heilbrun,
1965) contains 300 adjectives frequently used to
describe personal traits.

In addition, 24 experimental

scales have been developed to interpret patterns of
adjectives.

A principal reason for including this

measure was its use by MacKinnon (1966) in a study of
creative architects.

I'fhile it has already been estab

lished that creatives are distinguished by many of the
same characteristics regardless of the field in which
they work (Dellas and Gaier, 1970), it is possible that
some vocations require more of these qualities than do
others.

In an attempt to identify the traits which are

representative of the creative personality in general,
the traits should be drawn from people in a discipline
that requires a wide range of creative talents.

Of

the IPAR research, MacKinnon (1962) states t
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...it is in architects, of all
our samples, that we can expect
to find which is most generally
characteristic of creative
persons. Architecture, as a
field of creative endeavor,
requires that the successful
practitioner be both artist
and scientist— artist in that
his designs must fulfill the
demands of 'Delight,1 and
scientist in that they must
meet the demands of 'Firmnesse*
and 'Commodity1... (pp. 485-86)
MacKinnon (1966) found that three groups of
architects, representing three distinctly different
levels of rated creativity, achieved significantly
different scores on a number of ACL scale variables.
The most creative group was higher on unfavorable
adjectives (Unfav), lability (Lab), exhibition (Exh),
autonomy (Aut), aggression (Agg), and change (Cha)
scales.

On 10 scales the most creative group scored

lower than the less creative:

defensiveness (Def),

self-control (S-Cn), personal adjustment (Per Adj),
endurance (End), order (Ord), introception (Int),
nurturance (Nur), affiliation (Aff), abasement (Aba),
and deference (Def).

Mean scores on all 16 scales

differentiated between the most and least creative
groups at the .01 level.

Scores on these scales were

also significantly correlated with rated creativity
throughout the entire sample of architects.
The 16 scales above represent the personality
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traits of creativity (self-actualization) in the
current investigation.

To be more creative a group

should be higher on the six variables positively
related to creativity, and lower on the 1C scales
negatively related to creativity, when compared to
other groups in the study.

To better understand why

these scales relate to creativity in the way they have,
see the scale descriptions, Appendix C, and especially
MacKinnon's (1966) comments.
An additional scale or index of creativity was
achieved by using 12 adjectives that were most
successful in discriminating between the most and
least creative architect groups.

Inventive, determined,

independent, individualistic, enthusiastic, and
industrious were checked by 80% or more of the most
creative architects, but by less than 80% of both
less creative groups.

Responsible, sincere, reliable,

clear-thinking, tolerant, and understanding were
checked by at least 80% of the two less creative
groups of architects, but by less than 80% of the most
creative group (MacKinnon, 1966).

An additional

contra-indicative adjective, dependable, was not
considered in this scale in order to balance the
number of positive and negative adjectives.

This

particular adjective had almost no discriminative
power, anyway, since all but one (Group I) manager
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checked it.

In the current study one point was

scored for checking each of the six adjectives having,
been shown to be positively associated with creativity.
One point was subtracted for checking each of the
six contra-indicative adjectives.

One point was

added to each mean to facilitate interpretation by
eliminating negative values.

This scale was labelled

•Cr."
The ACL scales of achievement (Ach), dominance
(Lorn), and self-confidence (s-Cfd) correlated signifi
cantly (.01 level) with a measure of ego strength
(Gough and Heilbrun, 1965, p.22).

iJhile these scales

were not effectively related to creativity in the
sample of architects, their possible bearing on ego
strength factors of the self-actualizing personality
merit their inclusion in the present study.
Frocedure
Company memos were sent by the Manager of Man
power Planning to invite volunteers.

Another memo

was sent to acquaint those who volunteered with the
dates of the study and the procedures followed (See
Appendix 3 for copies of the text of these memos).
Since only 25 POI test booklets were available, the
subjects received the materials during two distri
butions.

The first 25 received the materials on
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January 21, and were asked to return them by January
25.

Cn January 26 the last 18 subjects received the

materials and were asked to return them by January 29.
Code numbers, also provided by the Manager of
Manpower Flanning, preserved the complete anonymity
of all participants throughout the study.

These

code numbers were recorded on all test materials.
The test materials, a return envelope, and a cover
sheet (See Appendix A) were all distributed inside
addressed envelopes matched with code numbers from
the company's master code list.

In most instances

the experimenter had the welcomed ODportunity to
meet the individuals involved and present the
materials personally, but a few managers received their
materials via company channels.

During meetings with

the managers care was taken to avoid revealing
additional information on the purpose of the study,
since this might have affected the "response set" of
the subjects.

The sealed envelopes were returned to

an office in the company and held, unopened, for the
researcher.
When the experimenter had received the completed
measures from all subjects, the measures were scored,
and in March the managers in the study each received
a copy of their own scores on the FOI and ACL, in
sealed coded envelopes, along with brief scale
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descriptions.

The scores were also recorded on

computer punchcards to facilitate analysis.
In analysis emphasis was placed on examining
overall differences between groups across all scales
since individual scales might or might not be
"signifleant'1 on the basis of chance when so many are
tested.

The sign test is a simple, meaningful way

of comparing groups on all measures at once and is
readily adaptable to the fact that self-actualization
is indicated on some scales by scoring lower and on
others by scoring higher than the comparison group(s).
3eing nonparametric, the sign test makes no
assumptions about the distribution of differences,
does not assume that all subjects are drawn from the
same population, and is effective with small samples.
One disadvantage of the sign test, which it
shares with many another technique, is that it cannot
compensate for scale intercorrelations.

It can only

be hoped that such intercorrelations are not artifacts
of test construction but have basis in the needs or
qualities themselves.

The fact that intercorrelations

exist between ACL scales that were independently and
empirically developed supports the latter notion.
Since sign tests are performed between each of
the three success group comparisons (I vs III, I vs II,
II vs III), alpha levels may be somewhat lower or
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higher than reported because each comparison is not
independent.
Median tests and extensions of median tests
(adaptation of the median test appropriate for more
than two groups) have been employed to test differences
among the three success groups on each of the 26
scales.

The function of the tests in this situation

is to indicate which scales bear the strongest relation
to managerial success, and which of the first seven
hypotheses are specifically supported.

Again it must

be pointed out that significance levels must be
evaluated cautiously because of the large number of
comparisons that were made.
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RESULTS

Table 1 gives the means for each of the three
success groups on all of the 26 variables examined
in the study.

The first three scales are those

contributed by the ICI.

The next three were derived

from the Porter questionnaire and the remaining scales
come from the ACL.

The ''a1' variable from the Porter

questionnaire reflects perceived satisfaction for all
five categories of needs.

The "c" scale is a measure

of the importance placed on autonomy and selfactualization needs (categories IV and V).

Scale

"a-b" indicates a deficiency in need fulfillment and,
therefore, degree of indirect job dissatisfaction across
all five need categories.

The "a-b" scale and the

first ten ACL scales were predicted to relate
negatively to self-actualization.

All others were

predicted to associate positively with self-actualiza
tion and managerial success.
To facilitate comparison of the means presented
in Table 1, Fig. 1 graphs the mean scores of all
three success groups on the 19 ACL scale variables.
It can be readily observed that Group I scored lower
than Group III on all ten "negative" scales and higher
than Group III on all nine "positive" scales.

Cn only

24
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TA3LE 1

Keans of Managerial Groups I, II and III on All Scales
Scales

Group
I

Group
II

Group
III

I
Sr
Sa

89. AO
13.73
17.53

88.53
13.31
17.62

88.33
13.00
16.87

a
c (IV-V)
a-b

4.90
6.23
- .70

4.62
6.17
- .65

4.55
5.88
- .93

Df
S-Co
Per Adj
End
Ord
Int
Nur
Aff
Aba
Def

57.80
49.93
49.47
58.73
56.73
60.87
52.07
48.47
43.87
44.47

57.23
53.46
54.62
58.23
58.08
61.31
54.31
55.08
46.92
50.08

59.20
56.47
53.33
59.87
59.40
61.53
55.47
52.40
47.73
52.27

Unfav
Lab
Exh
Aut
Agg
Cha

46.47
55.33
47.80
54.47
51.60
50.13

46.54
5C.92
46.92
49.15
46.15
47.15

46.00
52.33
45.33
48.00
46.20
47.40

S- Cfd
Ach
Dom

54.80
61.07
59.60

51.23
56.77
55.69

53.20
59.73
55.80

.80

.46

.47

Cr
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three of the 19 scales (Df, r.nd and Unfav) was Group II
higher than Croup I in terms of defined self-actuali
zation.

C rouD II was more self-actualizing in terms

of predictions than Croup III on 11 scales.

Croup II

was lower than C roup III on eight of the 1C '•negative'
scales; higher on only half (three) of the next six
'positive" scales.

On the ego strength scales the

relation was entirely reversed:

Croup III was higher

than Croup II on all three.
Table 2 compares the 26 scale means of each
managerial group with those of each of the two other
groups.

In

higher than

every instance the means of Croup I are
those of Croup III

in terms of self-

actualization as it has been defined.

The sign test,

based on 26 comparisons with no differences in
direction (higher or lower) contrary to predictions,
is significant beyond the .001 level of confidence.
In only five instances was the direction of differences
between the

means of Group I and Group II contrary to

predictions.

This difference is significant at the

.002 level of confidence.

Since nine of the 26

differences between Group II and Group III means were
not higher in terms of self-actualization, the sign
test for this comparison is not significant.

However,

a positive trend is evident (reaching the .09 level).
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TA3LE 2

Sign Tests, Based on Predicted Differences, Comparing
the Scale Means of the Managerial Groups
Groups
II-III

Groups
l-II

Groups
l-III

Scales

(1.07)
( .73)
( .66)

+
+
-

( .87)
( .42)
( .09)

+
+

( .20)
( .31)
( .75)

a
a-b

+
+
+

( .35)
( .35)
( .23)

+
+
-

( .28)
( .06)
( .05)

+
+
+

( .07)
( .29)
( .28)

Df
S-Co
Per Adj
End
Ord
Int
Nur
Aff
Aba
Def

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(1.A0)
(6.54)
(3.86)
(1.14)
(2.67)
( .66)
(3.40)
(3.93)
(3.86)
(7.80)

+
+

T
+
+
+
+
+

( .57)
(3.53)
(5.15)
( .50)
(1.35)
( .44)
(2.24)
(6.61)
(3.05)
(5.61)

(1.97)
(3.01)
(1.29)
(1.64)
(1.32)
( .22)
(1.16)
(2.68)
( .81)
(2.19)

Unfav
Lab
Exh
Aut
Agg
Cha

+
+
+
•f
+
+

( .47)
(3.00)
(2.47)
(6.47)
(5.40)
(2.73)

+
+
+
+
+

( .07)
(4.41)
( .88)
(5.32)
(5.45)
(2.98)

S-Cfd
Ach
Dom

+
+
+

(1.60)
(1.34)
(3.80)

+
+
+

(3.57)
(4.30)
(3.91)

Cr

+

( .33)

+

( .34)

Sign Test
Significance
Level

.001

i

+
+
+

o

I
Sr
Sa

+
+
-

.002

-

+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+

-

( .54)
(1.41)
(1.59)
(1.15)
( .05)
( .25)

-

(1.97)
(2.96)
( .11)

-

+
+
-

( .01)

.09 (Ns)

Note.-Values in parentheses are the size of the
differences.
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The scale differences between managerial success
groups which were significant via median and extension
of median tests are reported in Table 3.

The results

of the extension of median test were significant for
three scales.

All three, nurturance, deference and

autonomy, are ACL scales that were related to creativity
by MacKinnon (1966).

Autonomy was positively related;

nurturance and deference were negatively associated with
managerial success.

These relationships were significant

at the .05, .02, and .05 levels, respectively.

On three

scales the results of the median tests between Groups I
and III were significant.

These were the self-control

(.02 level), nurturance (.02 level), and deference (.005
level) scales of the ACL.

All three were negatively

related to managerial success.

Median tests between

Groups I and II were significant for the self-control
and autonomy scales at the .005 and .05 levels,
respectively.

3etween Groups II and III the median

test result for the self-acceptance scale of the FOI
was significant beyond the .05 level of confidence.
Table 4 contrasts the scores of lower with higher
level managers (Level A vs Level 3).

While the success

rankings (Groups I-III) are considered the most valid
criterion of success in this study, a higher managerial
level may be considered another indication of success.
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TABLE 3
Comparisons of Managerial Groups by Median
and Extension of Median Tests

Scales
N=

Above
Median
Groups
1-I1-III
15-13-15

Above
Median
Groups
1-1II
15-15

Above
Median
Groups
1-11
15-13

Above
Median
Groups
II-III
13-15

I
Sr
Sa

7-5-7
10-5-6
9-6-5

7-7
10-6
9-6

7-5
10-5
9-6

5-7
5-6
10-6*

a
c (IV-V)
a-b

9-5-7
10-5-6
7-6-9

8-6
10-6
6-9

9-5
9-6
8-6

6-8
6-6
5-9

Df
S-Co
Per Adj
End
Ord
Int
Nur
Aff
Aba
Def

7-4-9
4-6-10
4-8-8
6-6-7
7-4-9
7-6-8
4-5-11*
5-7-8
5-7-8
3-6-11**

6-9
4-11**
6-9
6-9
7-8
7-8
4-11**
5-10
5-10
3-12***

8-5
4-10***
5-8
6-8
10-4
7-6
7-7
5-7
5-8
5-9

4-9
6-8
7-7
6-7
4-9
6-8
7-7
6-8
7-8
5-8

Unfav
Lab
Exh
Aut
Agg
Cha

9-5-7
8-6-7
9-6-6
9-3-5*
9-4-6
10-5-5

9-7
8-7
9-5
9-6
9-6
10-5

9-5
8-6
8-6
9-3*
9-4
9-5

5-7
6-7
7-6
6-8
5-9
5-8

S-Cfd
Ach
Dom

8-5-8
10-3-8
9-5-6

7-7
7-7
9-6

8-5
10-4
9-5

5-8
5-9
6-8

Cr

3-1-2

3-2

3-1

1-2

*p <.05
**p<.02
***P <.005
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TA3LE 4

Comparison of Mean Scores of Level A with
Level B Managers by a Sign Test
Scales

Level
A
(n=26)

Level
B
(n=17)

I
Sr
Sa

88.04
13.23
17.50

89.88
13.53
17.10

+
+
-

1.84)
.30)
.40)

a
c (IV-V)
a-b

4.72
5.97
- .72

4.65
6.28
- .82

+

.07)
.31)
.10)

Df
S-Co
Fer Adj
End
Ord
Int
Nur
Aff
Aba
Def

58.85
54.00
52.77
59.46
57.85
61.58
54.58
53.12
46.42
49.19

57.00
52.18
51.76
58.24
57.82
60.88
52.94
49.88
45.71
48.41

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1.85)
1.82)
1.01)
1.22)
.03)
.70)
1.64)
3.24)
.71)
.78)

Unfav
Lab
Exh
Aut
Agg
Cha

46.27
52.50
48.12
49.69
47.27
49.35

46.29
53.65
44.47
52.00
49.29
46.65

+
+

.02)
1.15)
3.65)
2.31)
2.02)
2.70)

S-Cfd
Ach
Dom

53.27
58.92
57.58

58.88
59.88
56.35

+
+

.69

.41

Cr

Differences
(sign based on
predictions)

-

+
+
-

«■

mm

5.61)
.96)
1.23)
( .28)

Sign test significant at the .02 level
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Of 26 differences, only seven favor the lower level
managers.

The higher level managers (Level B) score

higher in terms of the pattern of self-actualization
qualities than do the lower level managers (Level A) at
the .02 level of confidence by a sign test.

Managerial

levels were not fully independent of the success group
rankings (over half of the higher level managers were
in Group I), and since no hypotheses were attached to
differences between levels, no tests were made of the
significance of individual scale differences.

(An

observation is that the size of these scale differences
are generally smaller than those reported in Table 2
between Group I compared with either Group II or III).
Table 5 compares the means of managers who scored
above and below the median on the POI "I1, scale.

This

gives a general indication of whether those higher on
the PCI are also higher on self-act\ialization as it has
been defined in terms of the remaining scales in the
study.

The differences in means on the POI scales,

though in the predicted direction, are not counted in
the sign test since the "I,: scale was the basis for
forming the two groups, and the 3r and 3a scales have
many items in common with the "I" scale.

The sign test

for the remaining 23 comparisons, with two contrary to
prediction, is significant at the .001 level of
confidence.

The comparison in Table 5 was concerned
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with a general, overall relation, so no tests were made
of the significance of individual scale differences.
(It may be noted that in general these scale differences
were as large and even larger than those previously
reported between managerial groups).
Table 6 compares the means of managers above and
below the median on the importance of autonomy and
self-actualization needs (c).

The ,1c" scale was elim

inated from the group comparison since it was the basis
of selection.

The sign test for the 25 comparisons

with seven contrary to prediction is significant at the
.02 level.

The function of Table 6 was an overall

comparison, therefore no tests were made of the
significance of individual scale differences.

(It may

be observed that the scale differences encountered in
this table included the largest found in the present
study).
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TABLE 5

Comparison of the Mean Scores for Those Above
and Below the Median on the FOI "I" Scale
Difference
( sign based on
predictions)

Scales

Above
(n=19)

Below
(n=24)

I
Sr
3a

95.95
13.79
20.11

83.10
13.00
15.13

a

c (IV-V)
a-b

4.71
6.27
- .68

4.68
5.95
- .83

+
+
+

( .03)
( .32)
( .15)

Df
S-Co
Per Adj
End
Ord
Int
Nur
Aff
Aba
Def

56.84
50.53
50.37
55.32
53.68
59.84
51.74
51.37
44.63
46.68

59.54
55.46
53.96
61.88
61.13
62.46
55.67
52.21
47.33
50.63

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(2.70)
(4.93)
(3^59)
(6.56)
(7.45)
(2.62)
(3.93)
( .84)
(2.70)
(3.95)

Unfav
Lab
Exh
Aut
Agg
Cha

46.89
57.47
47.47
53.05
48.53
51.21

45.79
49.38
46.04
48.67
47.71
45.96

+
+
+
+
+
+

(1.10)
(8.09)
(1.43)
(4.38)
( .82)
(5.25)

S-Cfd
Ach
Dom

53.11
57.74
55.79

52.96
60.54
58.13

+
-

( .15)
(2.80)
(2.34)

.89

.33

+

( .56)

Cr

Sign test significant at the .001 level
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TABLE 6
Comparison of the Kean Scores for Those Above
and Below the Median on the Importance
of Autonomy and Self-Actualzation

Scales

Above
(n=22)

Below
(n=21)

I
Sr
Sa

90.55
13.82
17.86

86.90
12.86
16.76

+
+
+

( 3.65)
( .96)
( 1.10)

a
c (IV-V)
a-b

A .96
6.71
- .78

4.41
5.44
- .74

+

(

.55)

-

(

.04)

Df
S-Co
Per Adj
End
Ord
Int
Nur
Aff
Aba
Def

59.64
51.86
53.23
58.18
56.32
61.64
54.45
52.59
42.73
44.00

56.52
54.76
51.48
59.81
59.43
60.48
53.38
51.05
49.71
54.00

Unfav
Lab
Exh
Aut
Agg
Cha

45.95
56.27
51.23
54.55
50.18
52.50

S-Cfd
Ach
Dom
Cr

Difference
(sign based on
predictions)

+
+

( 3.12)
( 2.90)
( 1.75)
( 1.63)
( 3.11)
( 1.16)
( 1.07)
( 1.54)
( 6.98)
(10.00)

46.62
49.48
41.90
46.48
45.86
43.86

+
+
+
+
+

(
(
(
(
(
(

57.86
61.23
60.64

47.95
57.29
53.38

+
+
+

( 9.91)
( 3.94)
( 7.26)

l.CO

.14

+

(

+
-

+
+
-

.67)
6.79)
9.33)
8.07)
4.32)
8.64)

.86)

Sign test significant at the .02 level
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DISCUSSION

Since a large number of scales have been employed
in this investigation, the sign test results will be
considered first in order to identify the significant
overall tendencies within the data.

The results

reported in Table 2, comparing the scale means achieved
by different success groups via sign tests, offer some
evidence that self-actualization as represented in this
study is positively related to managerial success
within this sample of managers.

Cn this basis Group I

(most successful) is higher than either Group II or
Group III on a significant proportion of the traits
representing self-actualization.

While Group II was not

higher than Group III on a significant number of these
traits, a positive trend was detected.
Success as determined by managerial level also
related significantly to self-actualization,

nowever,

the pattern and size of the predicted differences
were more pronounced comparing Group I with either
Group II or Group III than between Level A and Level B
managers (See Tables 2 and 4).

When it is further

allowed that just over half (nine) of the 17 higher
level managers had been ranked in Group I, it appears
likely that much of the relationship that was found
36
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in Table 4 was due to this confounding of success
ranking and managerial level.
The results in Tables 5 and 6 support the
consistency of the theory of self-actualization and
confirm hypotheses 8 and 9, respectively.

Those above

the median on the FOI "I1* scale had a significant
tendency to be more self-actualizing as this construct
was represented on both other measures.

Likewise, those

who placed most emphasis on self-actualization needs
had differences in means in the direction predicted on
a significant number of the remaining scales.

Many of

the predicted differences were of a magnitude at least
as large as those between success groups, and obviously
larger than those between managerial levels (Table 4).
While the number of differences that were in the
direction predicted was smaller in Table 6 than in
Table 5 (or in the first two columns of Table 2), it
was in Table 6 that the largest differences in the
entire study were found.
Although the overall results reported above support
hypotheses 8 and 9, the results in Table 2 show only
a general confirmation of the predictions made in the
first seven hypotheses.

Hypotheses 1 through 7 are

considered individually below.
Hypothesis 1.

There is no specific support for the

hypothesis that more successful managers are higher than
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less successful managers on the characteristics of
self-actualization represented by the POI *'I'* scale.
Though the differences between the mean scores of Groups
I, II and III were in the direction predicted, the size
of these differences was negligible.
Hypothesis 2 received some specific support.

Four

of the 16 ACL scales (17, including "Cr") related to
creativity in architects discriminated significantly
(beyond the .05 level, median tests) between at least
two managerial groups (although none differentiated
between Groups II and III).

Autonomy was the only

"positive" scale to relate significantly to managerial
success.

The three remaining scales, nurturance,

deference and self-control, were negatively associated
with managerial success, and it may be that, at least
on the ACL, more self-actualizing/successful managers
can best be identified by means of their relative
freedom from socialized "other-directed" needs and
restraints, rather than by positive attributes.
Hypothesis 3.

The mean differences among managerial

groups on the FOI self-concept scales (Sr and Sa) were
in the predicted direction, with the exception that
Group II scored slightly higher than Group I on the
self-acceptance scale.

The median test results

indicated that Group II scored significantly higher
than Group III on the self-acceptance scale.

This
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difference, the only one significant between Groups II
and III, offers some specific support for the hypothesis
that more successful managers have stronger
self-concepts.
Hypothesis 4.

No median test results were

significant between groups for any of the three ego
strength scales, self-confidence, achievement and
dominance.

The direction of differences confirmed the

predicted positive relation between Group I versus either
Group II or III.

Between Group II and Group III,

however, all three mean differences were contrary to
predictions.

These results not only fail to support

hypothesis 4, but also question the overall relation
between managerial success and these factors of ego
strength.
Hypotheses 5, 6, and 7 all concern self-actuali
zation as it relates to a need hierarchy.

While gener

ally positive trends were observed between groups on the
Forter questionnaire variables (a, c and a-b), none of
the median tests reached significance.

Therefore, there

is no specific support for any of these hypotheses.
Two conditions may help explain why group
differences on no more than five scales were significant
via median test results.

First, the number of

individuals in each success group was small (at most
15), and this factor understandably influences the
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chi-square value utilized by the median test.

Cf less

certainly is the effect caused by the restriction of the
independent variable, managerial success.

Since highly

effective managers can be expected to advance further
in the managerial hierarchy, and because the least
successful managers may well leave or be removed from
managerial duties, the range of managerial success is
curtailed to an unknown extent when considered only as
encountered among those currently occupying a managerial
position.

.vhile this situation may be partially

remedied by the inclusion of more than one managerial
level, as in the present investigation, the only real
solution to the limitations imposed by a concurrent
study is to approach the problem usinp a predictive
model.
Although group differences in age, tenure, level
and experience were interpreted simply as confirmation
of the validity of the performance criterion used in
the study (p. 15), the possibility that these factors
could themselves affect scoring on the measures of
self-actualization cannot be eliminated without addi
tional study, preferably predictive research.
*’hile it cannot be foreseen how well the measures
used in this study would predict a wider range of
managerial success, the trend in the present results
encourages further exploration, especially using the 16
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"creative'' ACL scales.

Implications
The results discussed above tend to confirm the
notion that more successful managers, like the more
creative members of the diverse professions sampled by
the IFAR studies (MacKinnon, 1°C'2), are distinguished
by a pattern of personality characteristics which
delineate a more creative,
structure.

self-actualizing personality

Since the criterion of managerial success

came from company evaluations, these results place in
question Siesman's (1950) and .;hyte's (1957) conception
that companies reward "other-directed, organization men,
at least for the managers in this study.

Subject to

additional verification with larger and different
managerial groups over wider ranges of managerial
success, including predictive research, the findings
here may have implications for the selection, training
and development, recruitment, and motivation of managers
New and existing ways of identifying self-actual
izing personality traits may be used to improve the
validity of managerial selection procedures.

Managerial

development programs could in part be evaluated by the
criterion of creative personality change, perhaps using
some of the same measures employed in selection to
detect such changes.

This does not mean that more
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direct, empirical checks on the results of training
could be neglected.

The relationship between person

ality variables and creativity may not be constant or
linear for all ranges of the variables.

Only further

exploration can reveal the extent to which these
personality characteristics are instrumental to
managerial effectiveness, and consequently, the deg.ree
to which they should be nurtured by training and
development, or weighed in selection decisions.
That the organization man conception was contra
dicted by the present results, along with previously
cited studies (Fleishman and peters, 1962; Forter and
.henry, 1964; Roadman, 1964), has importance for
managerial recruitment.

Eisenman (1969) discovered

that 28 business majors were less creative on both
tests of creativity he used when compared to 20 English
majors and to a group of 229 previously tested subjects.
While creativity test scores may have a questionable
relation to actual creativity, this study does
accentuate the possibility that the conformist stereo
type of business occupations could be affecting the
population of people who seek managerial careers.

The

consequences of recruiting noncreative people for a
vocation requiring considerable individualized, creative
behavior would be unfortunate for individuals and
organizations alike.
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A final consideration of the results reported here,
again subject to additional verification, is their
bearing on managerial motivation.

Managers have not

traditionally been recognized as creatives,

so there

have not been studies to show which environmental
conditions and supervisory practices encourage crea
tivity in managerial performance.

Therefore, the model

suggested here will be necessarily general and spec
ulative, awaiting elaboration or obsolescence when the
relevant experimental data has been gathered.
In simplest terms the self-actualizing personality
is favored by a relatively unstructured work situation,
just as relatively unstructured higher level occupations
(professions, managers) call for creative, selfactualizing personalities.

At the other end of this

continuum, routinized jobs repel creatives.

.''ore

creative clerks (via tests) quit a highly standardized
clerical job at more than twice the turnover rate of
less creative clerks (Dauw, 1968).

Similar results were

found for computer personnel and actuaries (Dauw, 1968).
Whitsett (1967) found a nonsignificant tendency for more
'’adjusted'* accountants and clerks to be less selfactualizing (FCI) than those less adjusted.

A character

istic of the childhood of creative architects was that
they had been allowed greater independence and freedom
in developing their approach to the world than had been
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permitted by the parents of less creative architects
(hacKinn.on, 1962).

"he fact that they tend to allow

others more freedom may be rhe reason that creatives
encourage creativity in others (MacKinnon,

196fe).

This

model also corresponds to Roger's (1961) belief that
creativity is facilitated by psychological security
and freedom.
(.■ne prescription for encouraging managerial crea
tivity, then, is to place less restrictions upon the
behavior of managers,

so that they may be guided by

their intrinsic motivation generated by the work itself.
Just as we may best identify the self-actualizing
personality by a relative lack of restraints, we may
most effectively promote creativity by a relative
absence of structured demands to which the managers
must conform.

This cannot be taken to mean that there

is no place for order within the creative process.
Freedom without any sort of guidelines or critical
evaluation could be as nonproductive as too much
formalized control.

Complete freedom would be

recommended by the model only in the event of a totally
ambiguous situation.

It may be that there is no great

incompatibility between organization and creativity:
an appropriate balance may be advantageous for both.
Ferhaps means will be found to foster organizational
integration while maintaining creative freedom.

Finding
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out how much and what type of freedom is conducive to
what sort of managerial tasks will be the creative work
of future research.
In conclusion, the model of self-actualization
described in this paper did distinguish most successful
from less successful managers within the group sampled.
A number of implications accompany this result.

It

seems advisable that additional research be done to
establish the generality of these results and
implications to other managerial groups.
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SUMMARY
This thesis was an attempt to learn more about the
qualities of successful managers.

The study predicted

that, contrary to conformist stereotypes, more success
ful managers would be'higher on characteristics asso
ciated with Abraham Maslow's theory of self-actual
ization.
of:

Self-actualization was represented in terms

1) need fulfillment and need preference; 2) charac

teristics related to a model of positive psychological
health; and 3) personality traits involving self-actual
ization as creativity.

The measures used were a need

perception questionnaire, the Personal Orientation
Inventory and the Adjective Check List.

A secondary

goal of the study was to support the consistency of the
construct of self-actualization by demonstrating that
those higher on one aspect of this construct would also
tend to be higher on others.
The measures above were completed by 43 managers
from two middle levels of management.

These managers

were ranked into three success groupings on the basis of
their ratings on performance appraisals completed by
their supervisors.

Fifteen managers were assigned to

Group I (most successful) and to Group III (least
successful), with the remaining 13 managers forming
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Group II.
Sign tests comparing group means on all

2 ('

scales

revealed that Croup I was significantly more self-act
ualizing (as defined in seven hypotheses) then either
Group II or Group III.

There was a nonsignificant

tendency for Group II to be more self-actualizing than
Group III.

While group differences were generally in

the predicted direction, on only five scales (four ACL,
one FOI) were median test results significant between
at least two groups.

Possibly limitations in sample

size and in the range of managerial success could help
explain why no more than five scale differences reached
significance.
Two sign tests indicated that those more self-act
ualizing in need perception and on the POI were
significantly more self-actualizing as defined on the
other scales in the study.

This supports the idea that

self-actualization is a single dimension underlying the
characteristics represented on all three measures.
Though contingent upon additional verification,
the general implications these results have for mana
gerial recruitment,

selection, development and moti

vation are considered briefly in the discussion.
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Thank you for your participation in this study.

This

research is being done as part of my Master's degree program
at Western Michigan University.

Your co-operation in this

study should contribute to a better understanding of
managerial motivation and effectiveness.
Please find enclosed (1) a Personal Orientation Inventory
test booklet and answer sheet, (2) an Adjective Check List
answer sheet, (3) a Managerial Questionnaire, and (4) a
return envelope.
The number that appears in the upper right hand c o m e r
of each of the materials has been coded by Henry Dahl for
purposes of identification.

This coding system insures that

your name will not be associated with your results.
IDENTIFICATION WILL 3E USED FOR DATA ANALYSIS ONLY.

INDIVIDUAL

TEST RESULTS WILL 3E REFORTED ONLY TO THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO
REQUEST THEIR OWN RESULTS.

Instructions are included with each of the three measures.
Before responding to each measure, please read the accompanying
directions carefully.

When completed, place all materials in

the return envelope and seal it.

Please return all materials

to 3ob Hughes, 7281 26-1, on or before Monday, January 25.
PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THE STUDY WITH OTHERS, SINCE SOME WILL
BE TAKING PART AT A LATER DATE.
Would you like to receive your results?

yes

no___

Appreciatively yours,
Louis 3allenger, Jr.
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Thank you for your participation in this study.

This

research is being done as part of a Master's degree program
at Western Michigan University.

Your co-operation in this

study should contribute to a better understanding of
managerial motivation and effectiveness.
Please find enclosed (1) a Personal Orientation
Inventory test booklet and answer sheet, (2) an Adjective
Check List answer sheet, (3) a Managerial Questionnaire,
and (4) a return envelope.
You will note that a number appears in the upper right
hand corner of each of the materials.

This coded number

insures that only the experimenter will be able to identify
participants.
ONLY.

IDENTIFICATION WILL BE USED FOR DATA ANALYSIS

ABSOLUTELY NO NAMES NOR IDENTIFIABLE SCORES WILL BE

REPORTED IN ANY MANNER, EXCEPT TO INDIVIDUALS WHO REQUEST
THEIR OWN RESULTS.
Instructions are included with each of the three
measures.

Before responding to each measure, please read

the accompanying directions carefully.

When completed, place

all materials in the return envelope and seal it.
envelope until it can be collected.

Keep the

PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THE

STUDY WITH OTHERS, SINCE THEY MAY BE PARTICIPATING IN THE FUTURE.
Would you like to receive your results?

yes

no___

Appreciatively yours,
Louis Ballenger, Jr.
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MANAGERIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
The following is a list of qualities or characteristics
associated with occupying a management position. For each
characteristic you will be asked to give three ratings:
a. How much of the characteristic
with your management position?
b. How much of the characteristic
connected with your management
c. How important is this position

is there now connected
do you think should be
position?
characteristic to you?
e

«

Indicate your response by circling a number on the rating
scale from 1 to 7. Low numbers represent low or minimum
values, and high numbers represent high or maximum values.
1.

The opportunity for personal growth and development in
my management position
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2

c. How important is this to me?

3 4 5 6 7 (max)

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

2. The prestige of my management position inside the company
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

3. The opportunity, in my management position, to give help
to other people
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?
4.

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

The feeling of security in my management position
a« How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
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5.

The prestige of my management position outside the company
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?
6.

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?

3 4 5 6 7 (max)

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

The opportunity to develop close friendships in my
management position
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?
9,

(min) 1 2

The opportunity for independent thought and action in
my management position
a. How much is there now?

8,

3 4 5 6 7 (max)

The feeling of self-fulfillment resulting from being in
my management position
a. How much is there now?

7,

(min) 1 2

(min) 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 (max)

The feeling of self-esteem pertaining to being in my
management position
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

10. The feeling of worthwhile accomplishment in my
management position
a. How much is there now?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

b. How much should there be?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)

c. How important is this to me?

(min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
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NEED QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS IN
RESPECTIVE SCORING CATEGORIES
Security needs
A.

II.

Social needs
A.
B.

III.

The opportunity, in my management position,
to give help to other people
The opportunity to develop close friendships
in ray management position

Esteem needs
A.
B.
C.

IV.

The feeling of security in ray management
position

The feeling of self-esteem pertaining to
being in my management position
The prestige of my management position
inside the company
The prestige of my management position
outside the company

Autonomy needs
A.

The opportunity for independent thought
and action in my management position

Self-Actualization needs
A.
B.
C.

The opportunity for personal growth and
development in my management position
The feeling of self-fulfillment resulting
from being in my management position
The feeling of worthwhile accomplishment
in my management position
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TO

List

MEMO
Henry L. Dahl
K IN

S U B JE C T

•
OATE

« '• •

Masters Study for
Louis Ballenger

January 4, 1971

C O P IE S TO

The purpose of this memo is to ask you to volunteer one hour of your
time to assist Louis Ballenger, a graduate student in Industrial Psy
chology at W.M.U., to complete a study for his Masters thesis.
I discussed the proposed study with Mr. Ballenger and I feel it has
merit. The objective of the study is to relate a manager's motiva
tion to his effectiveness.
He plans to ask each volunteer to complete three written measures
designed to show amount and kinds of motivation present. These will
be untlmed and may be completed in your own office. The results of
these measures will be correlated with the results of the Research
Performance Review.
I am asking Research Management to participate for the following
reasons:
1.

You know more about motivational theory than other units in the
Company and will be more receptive to the study.

2.

In the past you have been very willing to try new

ideas.

3.

You have an effective appraisal system.

4.

You are a more homogeneous group in the area of education.

If you volunteer to participate, the following points will be impor
tant for you to know:
1.

The study has the approval of J.C. Stuck!.

2.

It is voluntary —
heads volunteer.

3.

It will take less than one hour of your time.

4.

It will be completely anonymous — no names will be used;only
J.C. Stucki and Henry L. Dahl will know the codes.

5.

we hope to have at least thirtymanagers

and

The purpose of the study is for W.M.U. management research pur
poses only. It will in no way be used to evaluate or judge any
individual who participates.
4

I think it is important to participate in the study because:
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Masters Study for
Louis Ballenger

-2

1.

The contribution to the literature in thearea
Management could be significant.
*

ofResearch

2.

It

is good public relations with V.M.U.

3.

It

will be very helpful to this student.

4.

If various kinds of motivation of managerscorrelate with
effectiveness, it would be very important for management to
take these into consideration in establishing the climate
within which each person works.

Please tell me you will participate by returning this portion of
the memo to me: Henry Dahl (5400-41-0).by January 13, 1971. We
will contact those who volunteer to announce detailed plans for
the study.

I will participate

Yes

No

Signed___________

HLD/mmh
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Masters Thesis

MEMO

« om

II. L. Dahl, Jr.
O ATC

•*--------*r*- J%- -0
%
*■—

January 19, 1971

T~~

comes to

Thank you very much for volunteering to help with the masters thesis
for Louis Ballenger. I realize all of you are very busy. The plans
are outlined below.

1.

Twenty-five of you will receive the measuring instruments Thursday
morning, January 21. They will be distributed to you by Louis
Ballenger and a member of Bob Hughes staff. Please complete and
return them to Bob Hughes by January 25, if at all possible.

2.

After Louis receives the materials from the first group he will
insert new answer sheets and distribute them to the rest of you
either January 26 or 27. We have to use two groups because only
twenty-five copies of the measurements are available. There is
no significance to who is in the first or second group.

3.

We would like all the completed materials returned to Bob Hughes
by January 29.

A.

Bob Hughes office serves only as a distribution and collection
center. It is not involved in the analysis.

5.

All materials are coded to protect anonymity in the study.

6.

Important request - because we have to ask you to complete the
study in two groups it is important to the validity of the study
that you do not discuss the study with each other prior to
January 29.

l
»

Thanks again for your assistance...

mmh
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(Copy of the text of the second memo)
TO:

Li st

FROM:

H. L. Dahl, Jr.

SUBJECT:
DATE:

Louis Ballenger
Masters Thesis

January 19, 1971

Thank you very much for volunteering to help with
the Masters thesis for Louis Ballenger.
I realize all
of you are very busy. The plans are outlined below.
1.

Twenty-five of you will receive the measuring
instruments Thursday morning, January 21. They will
be distributed to you by Louis Ballenger and a
member of Bob Hughes' staff. Flease complete and
return them to Bob Hughes by January 2 5 , if at all
possible.

2.

After Louis receives the materials from the first
group, he will insert new answer sheets and dis
tribute them to the rest of you either January 26
or 2 7 . We have two groups because only twenty-five
copies of the measurements are available. There is
no significance to who is in the Tirst or second
group.

3.

Ve would like all the completed materials returned
to Bob Hughes by January 2 9 .

4.

5.
6.

Bob Hughes' office serves only as a distribution
and collection center.
It is not involved in the
analysis.
All materials are coded to protect anonymity in the
study.
Important request- because
complete the study in two
the validity of the study
the study with each other

we have to ask you to
groups it is important to
that you do not discuss
prior to January 29.

Thanks again for your assistance...
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(Reprinted from Gough and Heilbrun, 1965)
Description of the Scales

2. Defensiveness: D f

,

Since the A C L includes obvious items, in that die mean*
ing of the adjectives and the social implications of endorse
ment are often clear to the test-taker, performance could
presumably be altered as a function of test-taking sets to
look good or bad. Heilbrun (I960) approached this prob
lem by developing a scale designed to distinguish records in
which dissimulation has played an important part from honest
but deviant protocols. He determined which adjectives dis
criminated between ACL's of maladjusted college students
(applicants for personal counseling at the University Coun
seling Service, State University of Iowa) whose self-descrip
tions coincided with their level of adjustment and protocols
of similar college students whose self-descriptions were
unduly favorable. Because of sex differences, there are sepa
rate scales for males and females.
Sixty-nine college subjects took the A C L under standard
instructions, then under instructions to perform like a student
who was trying to simulate perfect adjustment, and finally
under instructions to simulate serious maladjustment. The
subjects obtained a mean standard score on the D f (de
fensiveness) scale of 6I.I3, standard deviation 4.21, under
die "fake good” instructions, and 13.30. standard deviation
14.07, under the "fake bad" set. This suggests that D f meas
ures a bipolar dimension of test-taking response which is interpretable at either extreme. Therefore, if scores on D f are
highly deviant (greater than 70 or less than 30), an inter
pretation of dissimulation should probably be entertained.
However, most scores will fall closer to 50, within a normal
range of variation.
Adjectives appearing on both male and female Df scales
are: considerate, honest, industrious, natural, reasonable, re
liable, stable, steady, and trusting. The scale for men also
includes a number of adjectives appropriate to a masculine
stereotype (e.g., adventurous, determined, resourceful) while
the female Df scale includes adjectives such as appreciative,
calm, generous, pleasant, etc.
From study of higher- and lower-scoring subjects within
the range from 30 to 70 and from correlations of Df with
other variables, a few interpretive suggestions may be ad
vanced. The higher-scoring person is apt to be self-controlled
and resolute in both attitude and behavior, and insistent and
even stubborn in seeking his objectives. His persistence is
more admirable than attractive. The lower-scoring subject
tends to be anxious and apprehensive, critical of himself and
others, and given to complaints about his circumstances. He
not only has more problems than his peers, but tends to
dwell on them and put them at the center of his attention.
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4. Number o f unfavorable adjectives checked: Unfav

The counterpart of the "favorable" words, but suffici
ently different psychodynamically to warrant separate scoring,
is the total number of "unfavorable” words checked. Ninetyeight undergraduate psychology students were asked to choose
the least favorable (or most unfavorable) words in the list;
the 75 most frequently chosen words (Table 1, Column 4)
were selected for the scoring key.
From individual work with subjects who have scored
high on this scale it appears that checking of unfavorable
adjectives does not spring from a sense of humility and selfeffacement, but more from a kind of impulsive lack of con
trol over the hostile and unattractive aspects of one's person
ality. The high-scoring subject strikes others as rebellious,
arrogant, careless, conceited, and cynical. He tends to be a
disbeliever, a skeptic, and a threat to the complacent beliefs
and attitudes of his fellows. The low-scoter is more placid,
more obliging, more mannerly, more tactful, and probably
less intelligent

5. Self-confidence: S-Cfd
In the period from 1950 to I960 perhaps some 20 to
25 different A C L scales were developed and evaluated at the
Institute of Personality’ Assessment and Research in Berkeley.
One direction of effort was to define adjective scales which
would parallel the major factorial dimensions found in the
C alifornia Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1957), a test
specifically concerned with thy significant variables of social
interaction. Another line of effort was devoted to assessing
persona] adjustment and personal effectiveness.
Out of these endeavors four scales finally emerged as
having sufficient promise for inclusion in the recommended
scoring of the list. The first of these is the self-confidence
scale, which corresponds to the "poise and self-assurance"
cluster of scales on the CPI. This scale was constructed by
• W e are indebted to Prof. C W. Brown of the University of
California for his help in obtaining this sample of students, and
also the sample used to identify the least favorable words.

contrasting the self-descriptions of men and women rated in
assessment as higher and lower on such traits as poise, selfconfidence, self-assurance, and the like. Items with consistent
positive correlations were retained for the "indicative" cluster
of adjectives, and items with consistent negative correlations
were kept for the "contra-indicative" list.
The indicative list includes such adjectives as aggressive,
dear-thinking, confident, dominant, enterprising, high-strung,
independent, outspoken, progressive, shrewd, and >strong.
Illustrative of contra-indicative adjectives are anxious, cau
tious, inhibited, and patient.
The self-confidence scale is scored by counting the num
ber of words in the indicative cluster, and subtracting ifrom
this total the number of words checked in the contra-indica
tive cluster. The resulting raw score is then converted to a
standard score, according to sex and total number of adjec
tives checked. The same procedure is followed for all scales
having both indicative and contra-indicative adjectives.
Interpretation of S-Cfd stresses a sense of dominance,
clearly one of the major elements in the syndrome defined
by the scale. The high-scorer is assertive, affiliative, outgoing,
persistent, an actionist. He wants to get things done, and is
impatient with people or things standing in his way. H e is
concerned about creating a good impression, and is not above
cutting a few comers to achieve this objective. H e makes a
distinct impression on others, who see him as forceful, selfconfident, determined, ambitious, and opportunistic
The low’-scoring person is a much less effective person
in the everyday sense of the word — he has difficulty in
mobilizing himself and taking action, prefering inaction and
contemplation. Others see him as unassuming, forgetful, mild,
preoccupied, reserved, and retiring.
6. Self-control: S-Cn

The self-control Kale was also developed empirically
and is intended to parallel the responsibility-socialization
cluster of Kales on the California Psychological Inventory.
Indicative adjectives for self-control include conscien
tious, dependable, good-natured, industrious, pleasant, retir
ing, stable, wholesome, and others. Contra-indicative adjec
tives are adventurous, argumentative, disorderly, hasty, rebel
lious, spendthrift, etc.
Several oppositional factors stand out in this scale. High
scorers tend to be serious, sober individuals, interested in and
responsive to their obligations. They are seen as diligent,
practical, and loyal workers. At the same time there may be
an element of over-control, too much emphasis on the proper
means for attaining the ends of social living. Thus the highest
level of ego integration, involving recognition and sublima
tion of chaotic and destructive impulse along with the allosocial and life-giving dispositions, may be denied to these
individuals.
At the other end of the scale one seems to find the in
adequately socialized person, headstrong, irresponsible, com
plaining, disorderly, narcissistic, and impulsive. Needless to
say, the low-Koring subject tends to be deKribed in unflat
tering terms, even including such words as obnoxious, auto
cratic, and thankless.
7. Lability: L A

The lability scale was based on item analyses of experi
mental subjects rated higher on characteristics such as spon
taneity’, flexibility, need for change, rejection of convention.
i
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and assertive individuality.
It yielded adjectives such as adventurous, clever, emo
tional, excitable, forgetful, impatient, mischievous, tolerant,
etc Contra-indicative adjectives for lability include conserva
tive, formal, industrious, serious, unselfish and the like.
Although there is a facet of high ego strength in this
scale, an adventurous delighting in the new and different
and a sensitivity to all that is unusual and challenging, the
m a in emphasis seems to be upon an inner restlessness and an
inability to tolerate consistency and routine. The high-scoring
subject is seen favorably as spontaneous, but unfavorably as
excitable, temperamental, restless, nervous, and high-strung.
The psychological equilibrium, the balance of forces, is an
uneasy one in this person and he seems impelled toward
change and new experience in an endless flight from his
perplexities.
The low-scorer is more phlegmatic, routinized, planful
and conventional. He reports stricter opinions on right and
wrong practices, and a greater need for order and regularity.
H e is described by observers as thorough, organized, steady,
and unemotional.
8. Personal A djustm ent: Per A d j

The personal adjustment scale was derived from item
analysis of assessment subjects rated higher and lower on per
sonal adjustment and personal soundness. Adjectives with
consistent positive correlations appear in the indicative list,
and those with persistent negative correlations in the contraindicative cluster. Representative of the former are alert,
calm, fair-minded, loyal, organized, practical, trusting, ver
satile and warm. Contra-indicative adjectives include affected,
arrogant, conceited, dissatisfied, intolerant, moody and weak,
among others.
This scale seems to depict a positive attitude toward
life more than an absence of problems and worries. The attitudinal set is one of optimism, cheerfulness, interest in
others, and a readiness to adapt. The high-scoring subject is
seen as dependable, peaceable, trusting, friendly, practical,
loyal, and wholesome. He fits in well, asks for little, treats
others with courtesy, and works enterprisingly toward his
own goals. He may or may not understand himself psychodynamically, but he nonetheless seems to possess the capacity
to "love and work.”
The subject low on the personal adjustment scale sees
himself as at odds with other people and as moody and dis
satisfied. This view is reciprocated by observers, who describe
the low scorer as aloof, defensive, anxious, inhibited, worry
ing, withdrawn, and unfriendly. What appears to begin as a
problem in self-definition eventuates as a problem in inter
personal living.

The Need Scales
The next 15 scores on the profile sheet are the need
scales. Fifteen variables were selected for measurement, each
representing a disposition within Murray's (1938) needpress system. Three considerations determined the selection
of this particular set of variables: (I) Each could be defined
in terms of observable behavior, (2) each seemed relevant
to personality functioning within a normal population, and
(3)- there were available (Edwards, 1954) conveniently sim
plified descriptions of the Murray variables to aid in selec
tion of die items.

The derivation of the Need Scales was of a rational
nature. Nineteen graduate students in psychology were given
Edwards* (1954) descriptions of the variables and asked to
judge which adjectives, if endorsed, would indicate the pres
ence of each need in the endorsers. A requirement of at least
9 out of 19 agreements was adopted for inclusion of an ad
jective in a scale, since this seemed to strike the best com
promise between adequate interjudge agreement and a suffi
cient number of adjectives in the scales. The same procedure
and requirements were followed to select items which, if
endorsed, would contra-indicate the presence of a given need.
The raw score is the algebraic sum of these two sets of ad
jectives.
9. Achievem ent: A ch
D efinition: To strive to be outstanding in pursuits of
socially recognized significance.
Typical indicative adjectives include aggressive, ambi
tious, capable, conscientious, energetic, industrious, opportu
nistic, pianful, etc.; Adjectives such as apathetic, easygoing,
irresponsible, leisurely, and shiftless are contra-indicative.
The high-scoring subject on Ach is usually seen as in
telligent and hard-working, but also as involved in his intel
lectual and other endeavors. He is determined to do well
and usually succeeds. His motives are internal and goal-cen
tered rather than competitive, and in his dealings with others
he may actually be unduly trusting and optimistic. The lowscoring subject on Ach is more skeptical, more dubious about
the rewards which might come from effort and involvement,
and uncertain about risking his labors. He tends also to be
somewhat withdrawn and dissatisfied with his current status.
10. D om inance: Dom
D efinition: to seek and sustain leadership roles in groups
or to be influential and controlling in individual relation
ships.
Among 31 indicative adjectives are: aggressive, argu
mentative, autocratic, demanding, dominant, forceful, initia
tive, outgoing, resourceful and strong. Contra-indicative are
such adjectives as apathetic, effeminate, inhibited, meek, re
tiring, shy, suggestible and unambitious.
The high-scorer on this scale is a forceful, strong-willed,
and persevering individual. He is confident of his ability to
do what he wishes and is direct and forthright in his be
havior. The low scorer on Dom is unsure of himself, and
indifferent to both the demands and the challenges of inter
personal life. He stays out of the limelight, and avoids situ
ations calling for choice and decision-making.
11. Endurance: End
D efinition: to persist in any task undertaken.

Adjectives scored for Endurance include determined, in
dustrious, methodical, painstaking, patient, persevering, pre
cise, rigid, serious and steady. Contra-indicative adjectives
are absent-minded, careless, easy going, hasty, impulsive,
quitting, slipshod, etc.
The subject high on End is typically self-controlled and
responsible, but also idealistic and concerned about truth and
justice. By nature conventional, he may nonetheless (because
of his sense of rectitude) find himself championing uncon
ventional ideas and unpopular causes. The low-scorer on End,
on the other hand, is erratic and impatient, intolerant of
prolonged effort or attention, and apt to change in an abrupt
and quixotic manner.
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12. Order: Ord
Definition: to place special emphasis on neatness, or
ganization, and planning in one’s activities.
Among the indicative adjectives for Order are cautious,
conservative, formal, fussy, logical, methodical, rational, rigid,
etc. The need is contra-indicated by adjectives such as ab
sent-minded, confused, disorderly, rattlebrained, shiftless os
zany.
High-scorers on O rd are usually sincere and dependable,
but at the cost of individuality and spontaneity. These selfdenying and inhibitory trends may actually interfere with the
attainment of the harmony and psychic order which they
seek. Low-scorers are quicker in temperament and reaction,
and might often be called impulsive. The)’prefer complexity
and variety, and dislike delay, caution, and deliberation.

strong-willed, though perhaps not out of inner resourceful
ness and independence. He tends to be less trusting, more
pessimistic about life, and restless in any situation which in
__
tensifies or prolongs his contacts with others.

13. Intraception: ln t
D efinition: to engage in attempts to understand one's
own behavior or the behavior of others.
High-scorers tend to check such adjectives as alert, cur-,
ious, foresighted, insightful, mature, reasonable, reflective,
sensitive, etc. They do not check adjectives such as fault
finding, indifferent, opinionated, self-centered or shallow.
The high-scorer on lnt is reflective and serious, as would
be expected; he is also capable, conscientious, and knowl
edgeable. His intellectual talents are excellent and he derives
pleasure from their exercise. The low-scorer may also have
talent, but he tends toward profligacy and intemperateness
in its use. He is aggressive in manner, and quickly becomes
bored or impatient with any situation where direct action is
not possible. He is a doer, not a thinker.
14. Nurturance: N u r
D efinition: to enage in behaviors which extend material
or emotional benefits to others.
High scores are earned by subjects who check adjectives
such as the following: affectionate, appreciative, considerate,
cooperative, forgiving, friendly, kind, loyal, sentimental, soft
hearted, thoughtful, trusting. Contra-indicative adjectives in
clude, among others: aloof, arrogant, biner, cold, distrust
ful, greedy, hostile, nagging, selfish, snobbish, unfriendly,
vindictive.
The subject high on this scale is of a helpful, nurturant
disposition, but sometimes too bland and self-disciplined.
His dependability and benevolence are worthy qualities, but
he may nonetheless be too conventional and solicitous of the
other person. The subject scoring low on Kn r is the op
posite: skeptical, clever, and acute, but too self-centered and
too little attentive to the feelings and wishes of others.
13. Affiliation: A ff
D efinition: to seek and sustain numerous personal
friendships.
*
Indicative adjectives for the scale are adaptable, attrac
tive, considerate, cooperative, good-natured, kind, mannerly,
mischievous, pleasant, talkative, warm, and 23 others. There
are no contra-indicative adjectives on this scale.
The high-scorer on A ff is adaptable and anxious to
please, but not necessarily because of altruistic motives; i.e.,
he is ambitious and concerncJ with position, and may tend
to exploit others and his relationships with them in order'
to gain his ends. The low-scorer is more individualistic and

17. Exhibition: Exb
Definition: to behave in such a way as to elicit the im
mediate attention of others.
The 27 indicative adjectives are represented by affected,
arrogant, boastful, conceited, humorous, jolly, loud, outgoing,
self-seeking, show-off, unconventional, witty, etc. Contra-in
dicative are such as apathetic, discreet, inhibited, mild, re
served, silent, timid.
Persons who are high on this scale tend to be self-cen
tered and even narcissistic. They are poised, self-assured, and
able to meet situations with aplomb, but at the same time
they are quick tempered and irritable. In their dealings with
others they are apt to be opportunistic and manipulative.
Persons who score low tend toward apathy, self-doubt, and
undue inhibition of impulse. They lack confidence in them
selves and shrink from any encounter in which they will be
visible or "on stage."
18. Autonomy: Aut
Definition: to act independently of others or of social
values and expectations.
Indicative adjectives include: adventurous, aggressive,
aloof, autocratic, cynical, hard-headed, individualistic, opin
ionated, self-confident, undependable, (and others of like
tenor). Contra-indicative are cautious, conventional, depend
ent, obliging, spineless, suggestible, timid, etc.
The high-scorer on A n t is independent and autonomous,
but also assertive and self-willed. He tends to be indifferent
to the feelings of others and heedless of their preferences
when he himself wishes to act. The low-scorer is of a mod
erate and even subdued disposition. He hesitates to take the
initiative, preferring to wait and follow the dictates of
others.
19. Aggression: Agg
Definition: to enage in behaviors which attack or hurt
others.
Representative indicative adjectives are aggressive, ar
rogant. autocratic, cruel, dissatisfied, forceful, hostile, irrit
able, quarrelsome, sarcastic, vindictive, etc. Contra-indicative
of Aggression are calm, forgiving, mannerly, obliging, prais
ing, reserved, shy, soft-hearted, sympathetic, tolerant, etc
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The individual high on this Kale is both competitive
and aggressive. He seeks to win, to vanquish, and views
others as rivals. His impulses are strong, and often undercontrolled. In an appropriate situation he may drive on to
worthy attainment, but often his behaviors will be self-ag
grandizing and disruptive. The individual who is low on
Agg is much more of a conformist, but not necessarily lack
ing in courage or tenacity. He tends to be patiently diligent,
and sincere in his relationships with others.
20. Change: Cha
Definition: to seek novelty of experience and avoid
routine.
Persons who Kore high on Cha tend to check adjectives
like adaptable, changeable, curious, distractible, fickle, spon
taneous, unstable, etc. They omit adjectives like apathetic,
conservative, inhibited, methodical, stable, etc.
Persons high on Cha are typically perceptive, alert, and
spontaneous individuals who comprehend problems and situ
ations rapidly and incisively and who take pleasure in change
and variety. They have confidence in themselves and welcome
the challenges to be found in disorder and complexity. The
Iow-Korer seeks stability and continuity in his environment,
and is apprehensive of ill-defined and risk-involving situa
tions. In temperament he is patient and obliging, concerned
about others, but lacking in verve and energy.

world with anxiety and foreboding. Their behavior is often
self-punishing, perhaps in the hope of forestalling criticism
and rejection from without. The low-Korer is optimistic,
poised, productive, and decisive. Not fearing others, he is
alert and responsive to them. His tempo is brisk, his manner
confident, and his behavior effective.

23. Deference: D ef
Definition: to seek and sustain subordinate roles in re
lationship with others.
,
Indicative adjectives: appreciative, conventional, cooper
ative, gentle, mannerly, obliging, sensitive, suggestible, etc.
Contra-indicative adjectives: argumentative, autocratic, dom
inant, impulsive, opinionated, original, reckless, etc.
The individual Koring high on D e f is typically conscientious, dependable, and persevering. H e is self-denying
not so much out of any fear of others or inferiority to them
as out of a preference for anonymity and freedom from
stress and external demands. He attends modestly to his af
fairs, seeking little, and yielding always to any reasonable
claim by another. The individual with a low Kore on D e f
is more energetic, spontaneous, and independent; he likes
attention, likes to supervise and direct others, and to express
his will. He is also ambitious, and is not above taking
advantage of others and coercing them if he can attain a
goal in so doing.

22. Abasement: Aba
D efinition: to express feelings of inferiority through
self-criticism, guilt, or social impotence.
On the indicative key are: anxious, cowardly, despond
ent, gloomy, retiring, self-punishing, spineless, timid, etc.
The contra-indicative key includes aggressive, arrogant, boast
ful, egotistical, hard-headed, independent, self-confident, etc.
High-Korers on Aba are not only submissive and selfeffacing, but also appear to have problems of self-acceptance.
They see themselves as weak and undeserving, and face the
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